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A stunning send-off at Symphony Hall p6

The mighty U12’s
The U12 team after their semi-final victory at Warwick School

This has been an incredible first season for the U12 cricket team. 
During the winter months, the side showed great promise in the 
indoor nets and development sessions, and from the first outdoor 
practice it was clear that we had a very special side.  

So far the team is unbeaten. There have been wins against RGS 
Worcester, Kings Worcester, Solihull, Trent College, Wolverhampton GS, 
Bablake, Washwood Heath and Princethorpe College.

The greatest performance of the season came against Warwick School 
in the Warwickshire County Championships Semi-Final. Warwick School 

also has a very good side and they posted a huge total for U12 cricket  
of 163 for 8, after 30 overs. 

King Edward’s made a poor start, being 24 for 3 in the 7th over. A 
wonderful stand of 94 between Varun Sinha (66 not out) and Suyash 
Poshakwale (42) brought the team back into contention, eventually 
winning with two balls left and two wickets.

At the time of going to press, we have three games remaining, including 
the Warwickshire Final. Could this be an unbeaten season? See the 
website to find out.
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A brief word from...

The Chief Master
All the world’s a stage, 

And all the men and women  
merely players.

They have their exits and  
their entrances,

As ever, this publication celebrates 
the many wondrous and different 
performances enacted in this school, 
but my brief moment on this stage  
must concentrate on the exits by  
some great character actors. At the 
end of this term, Peter Bridle, Jenny 
Herbert, Rick Lye, Gwyneth Gardiner 
and Mark Ostrowicz are leaving the 
school, four of them to retirement, Mark 
to pursue a new teaching career in Abu 
Dhabi. Each has achieved things of 
lasting, indeed historic, significance. 

Peter has raised orchestral music to 
previously unknown heights. Jenny has 
inspired generations of pupils to love 
acting and the theatre and given all 
of us productions to remember. After 
years of bringing hockey to a high level, 
Rick has spent recent years making 
Mentoring into one of the key elements 
of this school’s support for boys. 
Gwyneth has challenged and inspired 
our very best mathematicians and their 
success over decades is testimony 
to that inspiration. And Mark has just 
been Mark, a teacher who cares more 
than anyone I know about his pupils, a 
leader of Alpine and Lakeland activities, 
and the best assembly-giver there is. 
The impact of each of these members 
of staff is immeasurable and lies, above 
all, in the memories of the boys they 
taught. We are all fortunate to have 
shared the stage with such giants.

John Claughton 
Chief Master

Balloon Day for  
Birmingham  
Children’s Hospital

King Edward’s School launched a 
campaign this term to raise funds for 100 
Assisted Places for entry to the school.

The aim of the Assisted Places 100 (AP100) 
Campaign is to raise £10m to fund 100 
Assisted Places by 2017. The school has 
already raised £6.8m for Assisted Places  
over the last four years and is well on the  
way to the target £10m.

In June, over 350 Old Edwardians, parents, 
staff and friends attended one of two events 
held to launch the AP100 Campaign. The 
first event was hosted by the Rt Hon John 
Hemming MP at the House of Commons 
and the second by Sir Paul Ruddock in the 
Ruddock Performing Arts Centre at King 
Edward’s School. 

The events provided the opportunity to 
find out about the ambition of the AP100 
Campaign and to hear first-hand about the 

Sixth Form boys in the Community Service 
Group organised a Balloon Day to raise 
awareness and funds for Birmingham 
Children’s Hospital.

Boys throughout the school collected 
sponsorship and wore balloons during 
their final lessons of the spring term. The 
balloons were then released en masse on two 
occasions; the lower school released their 
balloons in Big School and the upper school 
in the Ruddock Performing Arts Centre. One 
group of boys who had already gone on a 
Spanish Exchange to Mallorca still took part 
and were pictured on the beach with their 
balloons, although the local council would  
not allow them to be released.

The Balloon Day was a huge success  
and raised over £6,500 for Birmingham  
Children’s Hospital.

impact receiving an Assisted Place had on 

the lives of two former pupils who left King 

Edward’s in 2010, Rajiv Gogna and George 

Hims. The reception at the school also featured 

a concert with performances from current 

Sixths and Assisted Place pupils, Adam  

Phillips (oboe) and Roberto Ruisi (violin), 

and the premier of the AP100 Campaign film 

produced by two Old Edwardians, Elliot and 

Zander Weaver.

Former pupils who are Ambassadors for the 

AP100 Campaign include Sir Paul Ruddock,  

the Rt Hon David Willetts MP, Bill Oddie, 

authors Jonathan Coe and Lee Child and  

Andy Street, Managing Director of John Lewis.

For more details about the AP100 Campaign, 

its Ambassadors, the launch events or to watch 

the film, visit: www.trust.kes.org.uk/ap100.  

HH

KES Parents’ Association

Launch of the 
AP100 Campaign

Rajiv Gogna (centre) at the Houe of Commons launch event

Families enjoying the barbecue

Travelling through European history
I have spent this term rambling  
through the highways and by-ways of 
European history, and have dragged 
my Good Lady Wife to all manner of 
prisons, palaces, concentration  
camps, churches, museums,  
memorials, castles and Christmas 
shops. We travelled 12,000km, visited  
11 countries and sampled a small 
number of different beers. 

Amongst a million highlights, we: met 
an ex-spy in Berlin; encountered the 
Stasi in East Germany; got scared by a 
secret, huge Nazi U-Boat installation in 
East Prussia; saw where the First World 

On a beautiful sunny Sunday in June, the 
Parents’ Association hosted the family 
barbecue where over 400 parents, children 
and staff enjoyed delicious food, plentiful 
drinks and entertainment to suit all. 

Afternoon tea with a smorgasbord of cakes 
was served while parents and children 
watched the infamous cricket match between 
staff and sixth formers. The Living History 
Group did a wonderful job of teaching young 
and old how to shoot arrows and launch 
the trebuchet, and the prefects entertained 
children on the football pitch and in the 
swimming pool.  

Sadly, we say goodbye and a huge thank you 
to Mark Ostrowicz who is leaving KES at the 

end of July. Mark has been a staff member 
on the Parents’ Association since 1997 and 
has always given us his full support in all our 
events. We wish him every success for  
the future.

In the autumn term, we are delighted to be 
once again supporting the Tolkien Lecture on 
7 October, with guest speaker Gary Sheffield, 
a WW1 historian. Our social golf day is on  
17 October with spaces available for golfers 
of all abilities and in December we will be 
running a new Christmas party, with more 
details to follow nearer the time. Visit:  
www.kes.org.uk/pa for more information.

Amanda Georgevic

Honorary Secretary

Balloon Day on the beach in Mallorca

Mr and Mrs Milton in their campervan  
at the Brandenburg Gate

War started and ended; battled a plague of 

miniature snails at Sibinj; hunted Hitler in 

Berlin; marvelled at the Sea Organ at Zadar; 

gasped at a lightning strike at Auschwitz; 

wandered into a drug den in Sarajevo; told off 

noisy school children at Mauthausen; got told 

off for taking photos at Compiegne; recreated 

the Beer Hall Putsch in Munich; encountered 

a KES family in Zakopane.

In addition, we saw fantastic scenery,  

met incredible people and learnt a lot. It  

has been a mind expanding, once in a  

lifetime experience.

EJM
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Fourteen enthusiastic Shells, Rems and 
UM Bookworms Book Club members 
ventured out ‘on tour’ on Friday 9 May, to 
meet the acclaimed author Patrick Ness. 

Patrick was appearing at the new Library of 
Birmingham, presenting and promoting his 
award winning trilogy ‘Chaos Walking’ and 
his new novel More Than This. Patrick was 
an inspiring speaker and we all learned how 
Patrick uses his own life experiences to bring 
his imaginary characters to life. 

When a volunteer was needed our very 
own Raheem Humphreys was chosen 
and Patrick showed us how seemingly 
mundane facts from our own (or in this case 
Raheem’s) experiences can enliven our own 
writing. Patrick was such a hit that the UM 
Bookworms chose one of his books as their 
next group reader! 

KAFB

Bookworms on tour

Shakespeare’s Globe

The Bookworms at the Library of Birmingham

IB Design  
Technology tour

Boys in the Divisions studying Design Technology as part of their IB 
Diploma enjoyed a weekend living a sustainable lifestyle.  

The weekend started with a visit to the Morgan factory in Malvern; here 
the boys enjoyed getting up close to the many craftsmen and women 
hand-making the 3 Wheeler, 4/4 and Aero 8 sports cars. The journey 
then continued to the Centre for Alternative Technology (CAT) in  
Wales where we enjoyed the luxury accommodation of the Centre’s  
Eco Cabins.  

The power that we used throughout the weekend came from local 
hydroelectricity and the burning of biomass. Whilst at the CAT, the boys 
learnt about the technology behind alternative energy sources including 
solar, wind, and hydroelectric power. 

PAB

1,730 schools take part in the Junior Team Maths Challenge 
organised by the UK Mathematics Trust.

The 80 teams who win their regional final go on to compete in  
the National Final in London. They are subjected to a day’s  
worth of hard problems which require speed, accuracy and  
above all teamwork.

Our team of Daniel Yue, Dougie Dolleymore, Anyi Wang and 
Mingke Peng, got off to a very shaky start losing 15 marks out of 
60 in the first round. However, in the remaining rounds they gained 
a remarkable 173/178.This determination not to give up meant 
that they finished 4th in the country. Well done!

GGM

Junior Maths Team competes in National Final

The Junior Maths Team at the National Final

On Monday 31 March, Mrs Martin’s Shell English groups  
went on a coach trip to London to see Shakespeare’s  
famous Globe Theatre. 

When we arrived we were greeted by an enthusiastic tour guide  
who presented the Globe Theatre in all of its glory. The theatre  
was very striking as it was huge and colourful; the oak pillars on  
the stage were seedlings when Shakespeare was a child.

After the captivating tour, we partook in a workshop in which  
we had to perform different activities relating to the characters in  
A Midsummer Night’s Dream. The funniest part was when we were 
playing Bottom the Weaver. It brought out our hidden acting skills! 

Overall, it was an exhilarating experience that helped us to imagine 
how the plays had first been performed.

Enoch Cheung and James Perry

Shell boys at Shakespeare’s Globe Theatre

The boys standing behind the 1,000th 3 Wheeler  
to come off Morgan’s production line

On Thursday, 3 April 2014 four Shell pupils 
were taken to the Salters’ Festival of 
Chemistry held at Birmingham University. 

The day consisted of a variety of practical 
challenges and forensics, completed solely 
by the boys. The majority of pupils from the 
other schools involved were Year 8 and had 
covered the topics before. However, we like 
to make it a true challenge so the boys were 
faced with subjects that they had never seen 
before, such as, creating their own indicator 
for a pH scale.   

The boys were exceptional, working brilliantly 
as a team and taking care with the fiddly 
investigations, and came 1st overall on the 
Forensic Challenge. Congratulations to 
Manraj Chohan, Aroun Kalyana, Suchir  
Salhan and Joseph Ward. 

HAF

Salters’ Festival of Chemistry

The winning team at Salters’ Festival of Chemistry
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A stunning 
send-off at 
Symphony 

Hall

If I were to be asked in 10 years’ time what 
my most memorable moment of my school 
career was, I’m certain I would say the 
Summer Concert of 2014: the last concert 
of Maestro Peter Bridle.

This ‘concert to end all concerts’ began 
with Handel’s electrifying Zadok the Priest 
performed by virtually every singer in both 
schools. The rest of the first half showcased 
the vast variety of ensembles at the schools, 
from the Swing Bands and Wind Bands, 
to the various choirs. Martin Monks, John 
Rayfield, Tom Jarvis and Melody Morris must 
be thanked for their hard work in putting 
together such an extraordinary concert.

After the interval, came Symphony Orchestra 

playing Rimsky-Korsakov’s Capriccio 

Espagnol. I then had the wonderful 

opportunity of playing Gabriel’s Oboe, part of 

the soundtrack for the film, The Mission. Next 

came one of the highlights of the evening, Old 

Edwardian and professional ballroom dancer, 

Jamie Cutler, dancing with his sister to the 

Symphony Orchestra playing Belle of the Ball. 

Unexpectedly, Mr Bridle joined in the dancing, 

leaving the orchestra to play... conductorless! 

Then fellow retiree, Mrs Herbert (Director of 

Drama), joined in and all four of them twisted 

and twirled at the front of the stage. It raised 

quite a cheer! 

The grand finale Mr Bridle and Mrs Herbert enjoying a spot of ballroom dancing

From the ridiculous back to the sublime, 
violinist Roberto Ruisi treated us to a 
performance of Rachmaninov’s Vocalise, 
with the most gentle of accompaniments 
from the Orchestra’s strings. We were 
then back into the celebrations with 
Johann Strauss’ Champagne Polka with 
an array of modified bicycle pumps with 
corks, providing the necessary ‘pops’!

After a speech from Mr Claughton, 
providing a fitting tribute to the wonders 
of Mr Bridle’s long and successful career, 
we were into the finale: Tchaikovsky’s 
1812 Overture. Dramatic, grand and... 
loud. Towards the end of the overture, 

Curriculum  
drama  
performances
The GCSE Drama and IB Theatre 
students have recently presented 
performances that they’ve been 
working on as part of their studies.

 The Fourth Form Devised Performances 
sought to engage their audiences 
with complex moral questions about 
blame and forgiveness. Entirely written 
by the boys themselves they placed 
their characters in positions of real 
crisis, but performed with tremendous 
concentration and intensity. The two 
pieces both played cleverly with narrative 
structure, moving backwards and 
forwards fluently in time.

 The IB students have been studying 
‘Theatre of the Absurd’, which tends to 
emphasise the random pointlessness of 
life by placing its characters in situations 
over which they have no control. 
Harold Pinter’s masterful The Dumb 

Waiter puts two men in a windowless 
hotel room and starts to send them 
apparently meaningless, but nonetheless 
threatening, messages. Aaron Thompson 
and Sam Wilson captured the intense 
claustrophobia and mounting hysteria  
of the two men with real style and 
genuine hilarity.

 There’ll be another opportunity to see  
The Dumb Waiter in September.

 MJB

Sam Wilson and Aaron Thompson 

in The Dumb Waiter

with Symphony Orchestra and Concert 
Orchestra already on stage, the hoards of 
players from other ensembles processed 
on stage. At that moment, the indoor 
fireworks and canon were let loose, raising 
the roof of the packed hall, right up to the 
final chord, where the most confetti I’ve 
ever seen tumbled down over the sea of 
performers, and man of the hour (and 38 
years for that matter): Peter Bridle. 

Adam Phillips
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150 species  
in 24-hours

Brett Westwood helps Aryan Gangurde and 
Zhangqu Chen identify a Cucumber Spider

Tudors (and us) at the Tower

Living History Group at the Tower of London

In the National Schools’ Competition, 
the 1st team defeated Abingdon 
School to reach the quarter-finals, 
where they were knocked out by a 
strong Reading School side.

 The squad consisted of Arron Dhesi 
(captain), Ashwin Kalyana, Aloysius Lip, 
Manpreet Nijjar, Hugh Lilburn,  
Hari Nijjar and Aman Chawla.

In the Birmingham and District Chess 
League, congratulations go to the 1st 
team who won their division jointly 
with Camp Hill, and the 2nds, 3rds, U13s 
and U12s who won their respective 
divisions. KES also won the Closed 
Tournament at Camp Hill School.  
The team for this included Jay Sanga 
(captain), Si-Woo Kim, Lokesh Jain, 
Howard Kordan, Rohit Kale,  
Prithvi Singh, Aroun Kalyana  
and Shazaib Twaseen.

Adam Malik and Chinmay Monga have 
also made it through the regional stage 
of the UK Chess Challenge, so good 
luck to them in the next round.

Well done to all boys who represented 
the school this year. Matches were 
played in an excellent spirit.

DLT

Chess  
round-up

The Living History Group returned to 
the Tower of London for the fourth time 
during the Spring bank holiday weekend. 
This year we were not medieval but Tudor, 
swapping the weak and weedy Richard II 
for the paragon of manliness that was 
Henry VIII. 

Being Tudors meant a different emphasis 
on our displays. There were no trebuchets 
or archery displays this year, but there were 
medieval instruments, which were almost as 
dangerous to be in range of (ear)shot. Pike 
drill was another novelty, as members of the 
group marched threateningly through the 
Tower with extremely long polearms.

BBC nature presenter and former pupil, 
Brett Westwood, led 25 boys in a 
24-hour BioBlitz to watch, survey and 
document as many wildlife species  
as possible.

The boys compiled a list of 147 species of 
plants and animals living on the school 
site and Edgbaston Nature Reserve 
during the BioBlitz on Friday 9 May and 
Saturday 10 May. 

Guided by school staff, experts from the 
University of Birmingham, Operation 
Wallacea, and BBC Radio 4 presenter, 
Brett Westwood, the boys collected 
information on the wildlife through 
activities which included mist netting and 
ringing birds, bug hunting, badger filming, 
deer tracking, pond dipping, bat detecting 
and moth trapping. 

Do we really need  
a cannon?

Chess tournament held in Big School

Richard Simpson receiving a gift from the  
Chief Master

A Grandmaster retires
This year saw the final chess tournament run by Richard Simpson at KES. Since joining 
the school in 1997, Richard has contributed a massive amount to chess at KES and the 
wider school chess community in Birmingham. 

He has run tournaments, a successful National Schools’ team and a wide variety of other 
chess opportunities at the school, as well as being a central figure in the running of the 
Birmingham and District Chess League. Even after retiring from teaching Mathematics in 2006 
he has continued to run national and local tournaments at the school, allowing hundreds of 
young chess players to take part in competitions at various levels. We wish him a very happy 
(second) retirement and thank him for all the support he has given to chess over the years.

DLT

The weekend was wet and windy, and on 
the first day a gust of wind ripped three  
of the Tower’s tents and broke the central  
pole of our large awning. Luckily the  
mood was not dampened, and some  
quick-thinking and several balls of twine 
ensured the show would go on. There were 
some 7,000 visitors over the three days 
and if the feedback from the Tower is to 
be believed we helped them have a great 
time. If we carry on marching onwards 
chronologically, then next year we should 
be re-enacting the Great Fire of London; 
make it happen, Mr Davies!

Richard Miller

It was reported to me that during an evening session in a university bar, amongst what once 
were called ‘freshmen’, there was much discussion of the merits of their former schools. 

“My school has an Olympic standard diving pool” boasts one pimply youth, while another even 
pimplier asserts that his former centre of excellence boasted an electron microscope. This 
apparently went on for some time until as the stakes rose higher and higher one of our former 
inmates declared, as a parting and conclusive shot, “our school has a trebuchet”. 

Well, that is not enough if we are to face similar challenges to our undeniable superiority in future 
years. The Living History Group has therefore acquired a cannon, through the generosity of the 
Westley Group who cast it and the undeniable skills and common sense of Kevin Hartley the DT 
technician. It is, to be precise, a millimetre accurate copy of the Loshult Cannon, the earliest form 
of firearm found in Europe and dated quite precisely to the mid-fourteenth century. 

With the Tannenberg handgonne made by Ron Gardiner the previous DT technician now also 
converted to firing, we are all ‘tooled up’ for 2015. With suitable training from an old KE Aston boy 
we will have added yet another string to our bow! 

JPD
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Eastern Road Olympics
Monday 2 June saw the beginning of 
one of the most talked about events in 
Birmingham, the Eastern Road Olympics. 

The primary schools are invited to take part  
in a variety of sporting activities ranging  
from rugby and tennis to as many events as 
we could think of on the athletics field.  
14 students from the Sixth Form supported 
and guided the pupils in all the activities but 
the main aim of the day was to have as much  
fun as possible. 

First for the children to try was rugby, 
rounders and tennis, which seemed to 
be the most enjoyable times of the day. It 

The boys with their pieces of coal following a 
tour through an old coal washery

KES Wildlife:  
Farne Islands 

Howard Kordan, David Callear, Kunal Dalal, Ed James, Luke Doshi Keeble and Bertie Keane 
travelled to the National Trust’s Farne Islands to photograph and observe the wildlife.

Here follows a selection of highlights from the weekend. Curiosity beachcombing the expanse of 
Beadnell Bay before next photographing the immense landscape as the sun went down on Friday 
evening. The Puffins. Gourmet fish and chips at Carlo’s, possibly the canniest in the North-East. 
Mr Corns’s bird calls and other impressions. Billy Shiel’s boat trip to the Farnes, (calm on the way 
out and despite the squall on the way back no one skipped their Seahouses’ fish supper).

The sheer number of seabirds and the smell of the islands. The Puffins, beaks full of Sand-eels, 
running the gauntlet of the bullying gulls back to their burrows. The Arctic Terns defending their 
nests, scary. One of the smallest members of the party demolishing an extremely large cooked 
breakfast. Bloody Cranesbill flowering on the sunny Sunday morning walk along the coast to 
Dunstanburgh Castle. More Puffins below the cliffs at Dunstanburgh Castle.

Thanks to David Corns and Stan Lampard for running the trip.

JP

A Puffin on Farne Islands

Mr Davies posing as a Saxon warrior

Approve, abandon or alter!
What on earth do you think you are doing? This is  
a question that enters my head almost every time  
I visit a primary or prep school as part of the  
Outreach programme. 

Can I justify the commitment of the school’s money 
and Mr Arbuthnott’s time that requires a man, in what 
are clearly his declining years, to the heartaches and 
a thousand natural shocks delivered by indifferent 
receptionists and exhausted teachers. Do the children 
themselves deserve to be taught by a man who on a 
Monday is a Saxon warrior and on a Wednesday a  
Tudor seafarer?  

After a year in which I have made some 56 visits to 
over 40 schools and ‘performed’ before almost 3,000 
children, I can at least draw the following conclusions. 
Birmingham’s children are as bright as buttons and 
as sharp as knives. They are as funny as an elk on a 
skateboard and more polite and friendly than I have  
a right to expect. 

At a time when Birmingham’s schools have faced a lot of 
uninformed criticism, I would like to say that I have been 
so lucky to have spent a lot of time having loads of fun 
with children who deserve the best. Whether they feel the 
same about me is another matter. As one character wrote 
in an enchanting ‘thank you’ letter to me, “we did learn a 
lot, despite having lots of fun”. Bless their little hearts.

JPD

UM German 
Exchange
This June, for the fifth year running,  
14 brave UM boys decided to take part 
in the German Exchange programme, 
which is designed to give pupils on 
both sides of the channel a first taste 
of each other’s language and culture. 

Staying in families, pupils took part in 
everyday family life, as well as visiting 
each other’s schools and doing a range 
of cultural and fun activities. In England, 
the German pupils explored the Black 
Country Museum and Stratford, as well 
as enjoying a game of bowling and a 
meal in an Indian restaurant, a very exotic 
experience for any German pupil.

The return visit took us to Dorsten, a 
small town in north-west Germany, 
where our exchanges were awaiting us 
with an action packed programme. We 
kept busy with a cycling tour through 
the surrounding countryside, a morning 
of climbing in the trees, and another 
morning swimming in the local Water 
World complex. In addition, we visited 
an industrial heritage site, an old 
coal washery turned tourist attraction 
with impressive industrial machinery 
surrounding us. Last but not least, our 
visit ended with a visit to a theme park 
and an unforgettable leaving party on the 
last evening.

Thank you to everyone who made this 
exchange so enjoyable!

JH

Rugby training in progress at the  

Eastern Road Olympics

appeared that most of the younger ones 

had more energy than every Sixth Former 

put together! Many were new to rugby 

but they were eager to learn and keen to 

have fun, making our job much easier. 

The Olympics came next and included 

sprinting, hurdles, jumping, throwing, the 

list goes on! Overall, they were great days, 

full of fun, enjoyment and happiness. I’m 

sure everyone who participated really 

enjoyed the event and there should be 

many more to come. 

Michael Durante
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Rems Week was an epic adventure 
into the heart of the Welsh 
countryside, providing us with an 
exhilarating break following hours 
of gruelling revision and exams. 
From scrambling up one of the 
UK’s largest mountains to hauling 
ourselves up a climbing wall of traps 
and challenges, it was the most fun 
we’d had since the summer holidays.

On Monday, we visited the Electric 
Mountain power station and an old, 
abandoned ruin of a house. The high 
ropes and a very large swing awaited 
us on Tuesday. Wednesday consisted of 
a trek up Moel Siabod that would make 
Bear Grylls proud. 

On Thursday, we played a variety of 
watersports choosing between stand-
up paddleboarding (SUPing), kayaking 
and canoeing. The highlight was the 
jump off the jetty at the end, with races 
two-man kayaks and paddleboards 
causing a little confusion. The afternoon 
consisted of coasteering – scrambling 
wet rocks and jumping off them into the 
sea while trying not to impale yourself. 
On Friday, we wound down and bought 
large amounts of tat.

In conclusion, Rems Week was by far 
some of the best fun we have had  
with KES. The activities were 
spectacular, the food was good  
and we all acquired some very 
cherishable memories in Wales.

Sam Jackson and Eduardo Sanchez

Rems Week

The Hay Festival is a literary feast for the scholar in all of us, which occurs in locations 
all around the world every year. 

There are talks all day every day, mainly from people who have recently released books. They 
give an overview of their latest work in order to whet the appetite of the watching audiences. 
The festival landed in Hay-on-Wye, where it started on the England-Wales border, towards 
the end of May, and so hideously early on the 25th a group of KES boys, accompanied 
by experienced festival-goer Mr Arbuthnott and the slightly more fresh-faced Mr Tuohey, 
headed off to a stereotypically rainy Wales. 

We arrived just in time for the 10am talks and left soon after the 5pm ones had reached their 
conclusion. This year, unsurprisingly, there was a distinct theme of 1914 though the topics 
varied from sexism to Rupert Murdoch’s monopolisation of the media to the blunders our 
governments have made in the past. 

It was an undoubtedly mentally stimulating day for all who went, and even the scientists 
within our group managed to find their intellectual side! Thanks to both teachers who went, 
not only for driving us but for organising such a thoroughly enjoyable day.

Matt Jolley

Hay Festival

At the top of Moel Siabod on Rems Week

A history field 
trip by bicycle

Shell Camps

As part of the post-IB exams programme 
of activities, 10 sixth-formers spent an 
enjoyable day in June touring Shropshire 
and Herefordshire by bicycle and visiting 
four castles along the way. 

Having spent several days in the holidays 
recce’ing a number of sites, hills and adjacent 
refreshment opportunities, Messrs Phillips 
(senior and junior) and Golightly led the party 
to castles at Stokesay (a fortified manor 
house), Hopton (a hunting lodge besieged 
in the Civil War), Wigmore (a romantic ruin of 
some importance) and Ludlow. 

The 37-mile route – if not long enough for 
some who sought to extend it at various 
opportunities – was picturesque and relatively 
easy cycling, the weather more sunny than 
rainy and Mr Golightly’s ‘Schama in lycra’ 
performances held us all spell-bound.

KDP

Boys enjoying dinner at Camp

The group at Wigmore Castle

Cosford Air Show
The Red Arrows in action

A small but select bunch of RAF cadets made the pilgrimage to the Cosford Air Show 
on Sunday 8 June.  

Despite a very early departure, the queue on the M54 stretched for more than two miles but 
by 10.30am the whole party had settled into garden chairs just off the flight line and pretty 
much in the centre of the action.

The large scale models of aircraft that pretty much spanned the history of flight were very 
impressive and they even staged a dog fight but the main display was kicked off by the Red 
Devil parachute team. A plethora of aircraft followed but the display by the WW1 replica 
aircraft was outstanding and the skill of the pilots seriously tested in the blustery conditions 
with at least one aircraft having to ‘go around’ after aborting his landing.  

The Red Arrows put on a magnificent show but the first pass over the runway of the Typhoon 
at 690mph was something quite special. Other highlights included the Hunter and Canberra 
pair and the battle simulation (with some very large and powerful explosions) put on by the 
Apache. However, the most unmistakeable sight of the day belongs to the magnificent Vulcan; 
let’s hope that this isn’t its final year in the air.

CH

If the air is full of smoke and the aroma of hot dogs and burgers, then Shell Camps have 
likely arrived. 

The camping trips are boys’ own stuff. In addition to the fabled cook-outs, boys experience a zip 
line, peddle-karts, archery, abseiling and orienteering. Gerald Durrell wrote evocatively about 
coracles in his auto-biography of his youth, and on Shell Camps boys can try paddling one of 
these slightly strange round vessels. Inevitably some capsize, whether accidentally or on purpose.

A highlight of the trip is the wide game where teams of boys compete to win ‘lives’ in a kind of 
controlled and fairly friendly war. Shells B, D and J established an all-time record for lives won. 
Another highlight was sitting with popcorn as a room of 50 boys yelled at a giant screen whilst 
England’s football team did what they usually do. Phones and TVs are normally forbidden at 
Camp, but the World Cup justifies an exception.

I certainly enjoyed myself, and I hope that when boys recovered their voices and their sleep, they 
were able to return with stories of adventure and fun at Cannock Chase.

CDB
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Australian Cricket  
Exchange

Once again the annual cricket exchange is proving to be a terrific hit with all involved.

In the second half of the Spring Term four U15 KES boys went to Scotch College, Melbourne to 
attend school and play cricket for four weeks (plus trips to the beach and to watch state cricket 
games). Then at the time of writing, Will, Noah, Frasier and ‘Docky’ are at KES doing the same 
(however, less emphasis on the beach!). 

This experience of a lifetime has been working for nearly 10 years now and it never disappoints the 
lucky chosen ones. The boys will play six games and finish with a two-day 20 over tournament at 
Oxford before flying home in early July. Hopefully, better players and definitely much richer from 
the experience.

LMR

The island system has been replaced with a three lane 
fully enclosed astroturf system that will benefit all junior 
cricketers within the school.

New cricket nets

The recently refurbished cricket nets on the South Field.

The four Aussies and their KES exchange partners

A normal 
athletics 
season?

A normal athletics season? Well it usually 
consists of dodging the (heavy) showers, 
being subjected to a hail storm just as 
measuring the javelin begins, and the 
athletes shivering as they emerge for 
competition in thin athletics vests. Hail 
storm apart, weather conditions have  
been predictably unfavourable in the  
early season. 

The main fixtures against the Foundation 
Schools, Shrewsbury, Nottingham High, 
Loughborough and Welbeck College 
produced wins for the Senior team,  
and a mixture of first and second places  

for the Intermediates. When other 

independent schools have struggled to 

raise teams, the Senior and Inter captains, 

Jamaal Choudhry and Sami Shahin have 

been able to send out full teams for  

every match. 

On the track our nationally-ranked 110m 

hurdler, William Ritchie-Moulin, has been 

unbeaten, as has Simon Kent in the senior 

shot and discus. No new records have been 

set, but numerous personal bests have 

been achieved.

RT

Part of the Senior Athletics Team

This season has been thoroughly 
enjoyable for the entire squad.  
Having played 17 games, winning  
15 and losing 2, the team kept up  
the high standards seen over the  
last few seasons. 

Big wins included two 13-0 victories 
against Nottingham High School and 
Lawrence Sheriff and two clean sheet 
victories against Solihull, which we  
always enjoy. Apart from the traditional 
‘bad match’ against Bishop Vesey,  
when we lost 3-2, the only other  
defeat came against the excellent  
team from Bromsgrove.

None of this would have been possible 
without the coaching and hard work that 
Mr Fair and Mr Johnson have put in over 
numerous after school sessions and 
weekends. The addition of Mr Loughrey 
to our coaching staff this year has also 
helped everyone improve a vast amount. 
His ‘professional’ tips and tricks have 
made appearances in our games and  
I’m sure he has greatly appreciated the 
team’s constant analysis of his televised 
own goal for Ireland versus Holland.

Over the past four years the squad have 
grown into a very competitive group with 
several players being selected for county 
squads. It will be a shame that next year 
we’ll split up into the various senior teams 
but we will carry with us the amazing 
memories of the national finals in Year 8 
and hopefully a good run in the under 16 
national cup next season.

Duncan Miller

U15 Hockey  
Team
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This year in the early rounds of the 
tournament we played both Midland 
and Southern area schools. It was a 
good challenge playing some different 
teams, as we normally head up North. 

On finals day we were grouped with 
Haberdashers Aske and Kings Grantham 
in the opening group matches, we had 
a win and a draw which took us through 
to the playoffs. We played Trinity and 
it was an incredibly close match; they 
scored then we scored repeatedly, but 
we ran out of time and lost 3-2. We 
played Bolton for the bronze medal, and 
in a high scoring, fast moving game, it 
finished 11-7 in Bolton’s favour. KES  
4th place. 

This was a great achievement for 
the whole team who have improved 
massively throughout the year, and on 
the day everyone worked hard in the 
water. The most improved player has to 
be Ben Toozs-Hobson, who was a key 
part of our matches. Jack Thompson and 
George Minto also put in lots of effort 
at training, and it has certainly paid off 
with their performances. It was good Joe 
Taylor, Declan Bradley and Ben Coward 
stepped up from the Rems to play for 
us. Other team members: Felix Abbott 
Black, George Davies, Will Corbett, 
Gabriel Wong, Aloysius Lip.

Felix Abbott Black

U14 English 
Schools Water Polo 

The U14 water polo team

Century for  
Under 13 captain
Under 13 cricket captain, Saihej Mangat, hit 131 to lead his team to victory against 
The King’s School, Worcester. 

KES scored 199 before bowling King’s out for 48. Saihej played a mature innings; after a careful 
start he accelerated, playing shots all round the wicket and did not give a chance until he had 
reached the nineties.

The season has been a mixed one for the Under 13s; Wolverhampton GS were beaten fairly 
comfortably but they have been beaten by Solihull, Warwick , Bishop Vesey’s and Trent College. 
The match with Trent was the most exciting of the season as Trent won in the last over by just one 
wicket. Trent reached 70 for no wicket chasing 125 to win in 30 overs. But then they succumbed 
to the ‘spin twins’ Jake and Sam Johnstone, who took seven wickets between them, to make it a 
close finish.

King Edward’s, Aston, were beaten in the County Cup and the team are through to the final on 
Thursday, 3 July having beaten Princethorpe College in the semi-final by 10 wickets.

TM

Saihej Mangat 

A special thanks to Chris Boardman whose photographs appear throughout this edition.


